
Economics Crossword Puzzle

Across
3. 500 minimum if you make a little amount
6. whether or not to start or stop printing money
8. use of monetary or fiscal policy changes to kick

start a lagging or struggling economy

   Down
1. trade with everyone
2. we have too much
3. consumer price index or GDP
4. the state of being useful, profitable, or beneficial.
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9. multiple owners
10. better measurement of countries economy
11. cant go below this price
13. the most successful part of an economy
14. spending too much
15. for old people to retire
17. wage smallest amount to pay
18. value from government
19. cant go above this price
21. karl marx
23. money goes up in value
28. A measure of changes in the purchasing-power of

a currency
30. no taxes
32. A benefit given by the government to groups or

individuals usually in the form of a cash payment
or tax reduction.

33. american economy
36. have too much
37. dont have enough
38. high taxes
40. country produce the most
42. An examination of the additional benefits of an

activity compared to the additional costs of that
activity.

43. when a country is growing its economy
45. assets minus liabilities

5. how a country is doing
7. the state of being scarce or in short supply;

shortage.
12. when a country is doing bad but not a deppression
16. opposed friedman
18. high employment rate
20. 12 district banks
22. one owner
23. country doing the best
24. dont trade
25. hands off government
26. born in vienna
27. opposed Keynes
29. something backs it up
31. how the government handles money
34. working well
35. sustained increase in the general price level of

goods
39. founder of US economy
41. the least successful part of an economy
44. US, MEXICO, CANADA
46. use the entire world to trade


